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How to prepare for
proposed regulation
changes to the
cervid industry
Expected traceability amendments may include
cervids in the category of federally-regulated
ruminant species.
The Canadian Cattle Identification Agency
(CCIA) has been selected as the responsible
administrator for cervids in every province
except Quebec. In preparation for the
proposed regulations,
CCIA is offering pre-approved indicators (tags)
to cervid producers.
For information on provincial identification
requirements, please contact your provincial
Ministry of Agriculture.
For information on traceability,
please contact
Canadian Cervid Alliance
by telephone at 204-848-2498
or email at vike@mymts.net
or visit www.canadiancervid.com
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Contact us at:

1-877-909-2333 | info@canadaid.ca
7646 - 8 Street NE, Calgary, AB T2E 8X4
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All seven of the
new indicators are
available for
purchase now.

Why are there new indicators?

To meet proposed
federal regulations
these indicators are
sold in pairs.

The proposed regulations will require that all cervids must bear TWO approved
indicators with an ISO 11784 number, before leaving the farm of origin, and that the secondary
indicator must have an identification number that matches the primary indicator.

The main reasons for new cervid indicators are to establish national standardization with
international unique numbers and to align with the new federal requirements.

Under the proposed regulations, two indicators with the same number are required to ensure
that traceability is maintained if one indicator is lost. Animals bearing pre-approved indicators
prior to regulation implementation would not need to be re-identified.
All of the new pre-approved cervid indicators offered by CCIA are deemed approved under
current provincial cervid identification programs and comply with proposed federal
regulations.

What if my animals already have a provincial tag?
It is important that you DO NOT remove the current provincial tags — leave the animal as is.
On untagged animals you can apply a pre-approved national indicator set available through
CCIA or apply a current provincial tag in AB, MB, SK or YK. In BC, provincial tags have been
discontinued and you should apply a pre-approved national indicator set.
British Columbia

As of December 2018, metal ear tags previously issued
by the BC Ministry of Agriculture have been
discontinued. Cervid producers in BC can purchase
pre-approved national indicators available through
CCIA for untagged animals.
For more information, contact the
BC Traceability Program:
Email: Lisa.Levesque@gov.bc.ca
Phone: 1-250-897-7522

Alberta

Alberta Agriculture and Forestry
Livestock Traceability Section
Email: tina.stewart@gov.ab.ca
Phone: 1-403-783-7010

Saskatchewan

Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock Branch
Email: cervidtags@gov.sk.ca
Phone: 1-306-787-4606

Manitoba

Manitoba Agriculture Health Officer
Food Safety & Inspection Branch
Email: kari-ann.weddall@gov.mb.ca
Phone: 1-204-795-5258

Yukon

Government of Yukon
Energy Mines and Resources Agriculture Branch
Email: randy.lamb@gov.yk.ca
Phone: 1-867-393-7410

Cervid producers/custodians can choose to order and purchase
pre-approved cervid indicators for voluntary application by contacting
CCIA at 1-877-909-2333 or by visiting tags.canadaid.ca
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For more information
contact your
provincial
Ministry of
Agriculture
Cervid Traceability
Program
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There are seven new
pre-approved
indicators available
for use on cervids in
Canada and can be
purchased at
tags.canadaid.ca
or by calling
1-877-909-2333
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What are the new indicators?

Ketchum manufactures one set of indicators while Allflex manufactures the other six sets.
The pre-approved indicators for application to cervid livestock include electronic and
non-electronic identification devices for application to the animal’s ears only.
Ketchum indicators are metal and Allflex indicators are yellow. Both have CCIA trademark
(3/4 maple leaf and “CA” letters).
The numbers are unique to the cervid species. The Cervid range of animal identification
numbers is 330,000,000 to 334,999,999. There are sub-ranges for each species or groups of
species.

Ketchum
Animal indicators are
also referred to
as tags

For more
information on
pre-regulatory
traceability,
please contact
Canadian
Cervid Alliance
at 204-848-2498
or email at
vike@mymts.net

The Canadian
Cervid Alliance
traceability
levy is currently
set at $0.00;
this levy will be
reviewed and
reassessed in 2019

VISUAL METAL
KURL-LOCK FULL SET
Pre-approved and offered in a
series for ALL CERVID

ALL cervid indicators shown
measured in Imperial/inches.

Allflex RFID/VISUAL FULL SETS

CER-01-03B - RFID/VISUAL FULL SET
pre-approved for all cervid and
recommended for white-tail deer,
fallow deer and mule deer

CER-01-01B - RFID/VISUAL FULL SET
pre-approved for all cervid and
recommended for red deer and reindeer

Allflex VISUAL FULL SETS

CER-01-02B RFID/VISUAL
FULL SET
pre-approved for all cervid
and recommended for elk and
moose

CER-01-13 - VISUAL FULL SET
pre-approved for all cervid
and recommended for
white-tail deer, fallow deer and
mule deer
CER-01-11 - VISUAL FULL SET
pre-approved for all cervid and
recommended for red deer and reindeer

CER-01-12 - VISUAL FULL SET
pre-approved for all cervid and
recommended for elk and moose
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Established in 1998,
we are not-for-profit,
industry-initiated
and industry-led

Who are we?

We are the
responsible
administrator for
sheep, bison, beef
cattle and pending
regulation, cervids
and goats in Canada

What do we do?

We strive to be a
world-class leader
in livestock
traceability

Why do we do it?

Integrity and
transparency
are the basis for
teamwork,
collaboration
and all our
relationships

How do we do it?

We are adapting to
meet industry
regulations

Who do we work with?

We are an organization that oversees an identification program for Canadian livestock.
We manage a database that helps keep track of livestock in Canada for health and safety
purposes and ensure the unique history of each animal can be traced from farm to abattoir.

We developed a database called the CLTS (Canadian Livestock Tracking System) to track the
movement and location of beef cattle, bison, sheep and…pending regulations, goats and
cervids. We use animal indicators (which are also referred to as tags) encrypted with digital
information so that we can keep track of data such as the birth date of the animal, breed and
where it has lived and died.
Account holders are able to report important information to the database such as animal
identification, premises identification and movement of the animal.
We house the database and provide the tools and services to create a successful traceability
system in Canada.

We do it for the protection of animal health, public health and food safety.
Having an efficient and credible traceability system in place helps Canada remain a leading
producer and reliable supplier of livestock products.

We have a diverse and skilled team who provide a variety of services including,
but not limited to:
• Client Support Representatives offering guidance and assistance to clients, as well as
answering questions and troubleshooting problems
• Informative websites at canadaid.ca and support.canadaid.ca
• A national Field Services team who are subject matter experts and act as the first point of
contact at industry events across the country. The Field Services team is also responsible for
assessing tag retailers to ensure correct processes are in place
• A Board of Directors offering industry experts with a national perspective and vision

We work closely with:
• Canadian Food Inspection Agency to ensure public health and safety
• Canadian livestock industry to deliver the traceability program
in Canada

For more information:
info@canadaid.ca | 1-877-909-2333
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(with exception of
Quebec, where
we only administer
bison and goats)
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